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IBSJRACT 

Kost applications of systeB identification techniques to helicopters 
have involved time-doaain .ethods using reduced-order aathematical aodels 
representing six-degree-of-freedom rigid-body action. Frequency-domain 
techniques provide on interesting alternative approach in which data which 
lies outside the frequency range of interest aay be disregarded. This not 
only provides a basis for est8blishing reduced order aodels which are valid 
over a defined range of frequencies but also results in a significant data 
reduction in coDparison with tiue-domain .ethods. This paper presents a 
syste.atic approach to frequency-douain identification using both equation
error and output-error techniques. Results are presented from flight data 
from the Puaa helicopter to illustrate the application of the frequency
doDftin approach to the estimation of paraueters of the pitching .auent and 
noraal force equations. These results are assessed both on a statistical 
basis and through coaparisons with theoretical values. 
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state aatrix, control dispersion .atrix, ~asureaent 
transition ~trix 
vector of bioses in .easure.ents 
columns of .atrix B in singular value 
deco:mposition 
.atrix with orthogonal columns in singular value 
decoD:pDsition 
function relating states to their tiae derivatives 
function relating states to .easureaents 
total and partial F-ratios 
correction tera for non-periodic window 
identity aatrix 
i.aginary part of 
co~lex nu•ber such that j 2 =-1 
cost function 
vector of tria constants for aeasureaents 
position relative to centre of gravity in teras of fixed 
body axes coDpOnents <x,y,z> of ~asureaent devices 
pitching aouent derivatives 
number of sa~les of ti~-douain record 
angular rates 
Laplace transfor.ed quantities 
squared correlation coefficient 
real part of 
Laplace variable 
singular values 
square .atrix having singular values in leading diagonal 
speed and incidence angle .easureaent scale !actors 
tilE 
record length 
tiJie constant. 
aircraft translational velocity couponents 
aatrix with unit orthogonal columns used in 
singular value decomposition 
forward speed, nor.al speed and pitch angle tria 
components 
orthogonal aatrix used in singular value decoaposition 
diagonal weighting DDtrix 
state, control and output vectors <tiae-domain) 
state, control and output vectors (frequency-domain> 
.atrix of independent frequency <or tiae> response data 
arranged in coluDns 
dependent variable - equation error aethod 
observed and calculated responses 
nor.al force derivatives 
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flank angle 
equation error tera 
eigenvalue 
Euler pitch, roll and yaw angles 
vector of para.eters to be esti.ated, esti~tes of 9 
unknown paraaeters 
rectangular antrix related to S 
orthogonal paraaeter set Obtained freD 9 
short period daDping 
angular frequency, short period natural frequency 
residual variance 
ti:.e delays 
orthogonal .atrix related to B 
GADpling interval 
null vector, null ~trix 
inverse 
transpose 
co~lex exponential 
deter~nant of ~trix 

1 IURQPUCTJOJl 

Syste• identification techniques provide a foraal .athe.atical 
basis for establishing a dynaDdc ~el of a systeD frau aeasureaents of its 
responses. This inverse .adelling process involves both the identification 
of an appropriate .adel structure and the estiaotion of the values of 
para.eters included within that structure. System identification and 
par&Deter esti.ation techniques have considerable potential in the context 
of helicopters, not only for the purposes of validating or iDproving 
theoretical flight .echanics .adels but also as an aid to flight testing of 
new designs. 

Essential requirewents of any identification technique are 
robustness, especially in ter.s of low susceptibility to noise, ease of use 
and clear interpretation of results through, for example, the provision of 
confidence intervals for estiaated quantities. Jn any practical application 
of identification techniques uncertainties exist because of ~asureaent 
noise, aeasureDent offsets and process noise. Keasureaent noise is a terB 
which describes errors of a randoD nature in the aeasured data whereas 
offsets aay arise frau inaccurate calibration of instruaents or recording 
equipaent. Process noise, on the other hand, arises froB unDOdelled 
features of the real system and can, for exa.ple, include effects of 
structural vibration associated with degrees of freedou which are not 
included in the .adel. Unexpected nonlinearities can also contribute to 
process noise. 

Although auch experience has been gained in the identification of 
fized wing aircraft'-~ far fewer successful applications have been reported 
in the case of rotorcraft. This relative lack of success is believed to be 
due to features such as the .any coupled degrees of freedom in helicopters, 
the high vibration environ.ent and severe li.Utations of test record length 
due to inherent instabilities. 

Jlost published accounts of applications of syste:m identification 
techniques to helicopters have been concerned with tiae-do.ain aethods 
using a reduced-order .athe.atical .adel representing six degrees-of
freedom rigid-body .ation3 -e. The extension of such DOdels to incorporate 
rotor degrees of freedom increases the system order significantly and 
introduces severe difficulties in ter~ of tiae-douain .athods of 
identification. An alternative approach which .ay offer advantages both for 
the identification of six-degree-of-freedou .adels, and for the 
identification of rotor dynaDics, involves the use of frequency-domain 
evaluation aethods. In such .ethods the aeasured response data is first 
translated into the frequency-doaain using the Fast Fourier Transformation 
<FFT> so that all data which lies outside the frequency range of interest 
.ay be disregarded. As ~11 as providing a basis for developing aodels 
which are applicable over a defined range of frequencies this approach also 
has the advantage of reducing the aBOunt of data required for 
identification. By excluding data for zero frequency the frequency-do.ain 
approach can eliminate the need to esti.cte the values of additive 
constants representing aeasureaent zero shifts which have to be deter.Uned 
in the application of ti.e-domain aethods. 

Interest in frequency-douain aethods for aircraft paraaeter 
identification has increased during the past five years and a nuaber of 
recent stud!es~-'2 have produced encouraging results. This paper describes 
aspects of a research programDe involving the developaent and application 
of general-purpose software tools ~or frequency-do=ain identification of 
rotorcraft. This work foras part of a acre broadly based prograDDe of 
research, introduced in Refs. 7 and a. which is intended to produce a 
co~lete tool-kit of robust and easily used identification techniques 
involving both tiwe-domain and frequency-doaain approaches. 
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2 EOUATIOI ERROR AID QUTPJJT-ERRQR TECHIIQUES 

Xost of the identification techniques which have been used in recent 
years for the esti.ation of aircraft stability and control derivatives can 
be claGGified either as equation-error or output-error .ethods. The 
equation-error approach is eGGentially a process of ordinary-least-squares 
esti.ation carried out using d8ta froa all of the system state variables. 
~tput-error ~thods, on the other hand, involve the use of an obeervation 
equation and lead to nonlinear optiud58tion processes13 , 

Equation-error aethods have been applied conventionally in aircraft 
identification using tiae-do=ain data to provide first approxi~tions to 
para~ter estiBBtes which .ay then be used, if neceGGary, as initial values 
for output-error esti~tion techniques. The equation-error approach can be 
i~leaented either using a conventional least-squares algorithm, in which 
all of the aircraft stability derivatives are esti.ated si.ultaneously, or 
using step-wise regression algorithms which provide a convenient and 
efficient aeans of investigating different linear and nonlinear .adel 
structures. 

It is possible to i~leaent either a siaple or stepwise regression 
procedure for an equation of the form 

)!.=Xfi+c.. <1> 

where the vector ~ is for.ed of the esti.ates of the dependent variable, 
the aatrix X involves values of the independent variables ~· arranged as 
coluans, ~represents the stability and control derivatives el,62, .... e~. 
and where the residual error ~(t) represents a co•bination of .easureaent 
noise on the dependent state ~and any additional process noise. 

The least-squares solution for the para.eter vector a is 

(2) 

These esti.Ctes of the stability and control derivatives will be unbiased 
only if the independent variables, ~1, are free from aeasureDent noise and 
any aeasureaent noise aGGociated with the dependent variables has zero 
aean. Process noise components aust also have zero .ean value for unbiased 
esti:rmtes. 

For cases in which the residual vector ~ is white noise the parameter 
covariance .atrix .ay be written 

~ 
cov < a- a > = r 2 r XT X J- 1 (3) 

where r 2 is the variance o~ the equation error. 
Flight data cannot generally satisfy the above condition in terus of 

~asure.ent and process noise and the residual ter. ~<t> .ay include a 
deteradnistic co~nent. However, provided the aeasured response data can 
be filtered appropriately to eli.Unate noise representing uDDOdelled 
effects, useful results ~y be obtained by this type of aethod. 

In the stepwise i•ple.entation of the regression process a least
squares fitting procedure is applied in a sequence of steps. At each stage 
independent variables are added to or deleted from the regression equation 
until a 'best fit' is found. The .ultiple correlation coefficient, R, 
provides a direct aeasure of the accuracy of fit within this process and 
the total F-ratio indicates the confidence associated with that fit. 
Partial F-raties provide individual confidence .easures for individual 
paraaeters7 • 

ln output-error identification a least-squares cost function is often 
used to provide a .aasure of the error between a sequence of I observed 
instruaent readings, ZP• , which are corrupted by random noise, and the 
sequence of I calculated instruaent readings ~c' determined from the 
equations of .otion which have the general nonlinear form 

t.<x..t> 

~<x..t> 

The cost function therefore has the form 

J 
I 
I ( zC>, 

i=l 

'" 
(5) 

(6) 

where I is the nuaber of samples in the tiae-doaain record. The quantities 
~c1 depend upon the values of thP s~ability and control derivatives, the 
coefficients in the observation equation relating the aeasured output to 
the systeD states, the input ti~ history and the initial state. 
Kini~sation of this cost function, which is a nonlinear function of the 
unknown paraaeters, can be carried out by a nu•ber of .ethods such as the 
.adified Iewton-Raphson approach. 
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In the case of a ~ltiple-output syste• it aay be appropriate to 
wultiply the sum of the squares of the fit error for each instru~nt by an 
associated weighting £actor before ouaDdns to for• an overall cost 

i.e. 
I 

J" = I < z..:. .. 
i=1 

Z.tl. )T V ( Z,.,.1 Z.cl.) (7) 

where Y is a diagonal .atrix. This foras the basis of weighted least
squares :.!thods and represents a particular case of the ~re general 
aaxi.ua-likelihood foraulation arrived at from statistical considerations~. 
Kiniaisation of the negative log-likelihood function results in a cost 
function of the forD 

J 
I 
I (Z,.,.$- Z.ci)T Y (Zol- Z.cl) + log.l~'l 

i=l 

where the weighting ~trix, Y, is esti.ated during the ~ni.!sation 
procedure. This is the form of cost function used for the output error 
results presented later in this paper. 

(8) 

The overall advantages of output-error .ethods in coaparison with the 
equation-error approach generally are aGGociated with the fact that output~ 
error ~thods take account of noise-corrupted instrument recordings to 
produce unbiased esti~tes and, through the equations of .ation, allow 
known relationships between paraDeters to be taken into account. The 
equation-error aethod does, however, provide a .eans of rapidly 
investigating questions of .adel structure and can provide the essential 
initial para~ter esti~tes for use with the .are robust output-error type 
~thod.s. 

3 TRAJEFORIATJOJ TO THE FRRQJJE'IC! OOJ(AIJ 

Cost functions used for frequency-do~in identification for paraDetric 
.adels conventionally involve a su~tion of frequency-dependent values. If 
all the values obtained from the application of the FFT to the aeasured 
response ~ta were used in the esti~tion process there would be a direct 
equivalence, by Parseval's Theorem, between the cost functions in the time~ 
do.sin and their frequency-domain counterparts,. The tiae-domain and 
frequency-doaain approaches are, however, no longer equivalent if the 
frequencies included in the cost function are restricted to include only 
those values within a given range. This selective process in the frequency
do.ain is, of course, equivalent to ti.e-do.ain esti~tion after filtering 
to re~ve unwanted co~nents but is computationally siapler in that it 
avoids the need to create a new data set for each different filter tiae 
constant. 

Figures 1 and 2 show typical flight data records obtained using the RAE 
research Puaa helicopter, a brie£ description o£ which aay be found in 
Refs. 7 and 6. Records are shown for two cases which also provide the basis 
of the applications presented in later sections of the paper. The first of 
these two records, which involve representations both in the tiae-domain 
and in the frequency-do.ain, illustrates the PuDD response to a 
longitudinal cyclic doublet input at 100 knots while the second shows the 
response to a DFVLR '3211' longitudinal cyclic test input, again at 100 
knots. The upper liDit of frequency <0.56 Hz.) used in the identification 
studies is shown and reconstructed ti.e-domain records, deterained from the 
truncated frequency-domain data sets using only eight frequencies, are 
superi~d upon the original ti.e histories. These reconstructed records 
show very clearly that the higher frequencies have been filtered out by 
this truncation process. Figure 3 provides an illustration o£ the effect o! 
using different frequency ranges in this reconstruction process and 
deDDnstrates clearly the degree o! filtering achieved as the cut-off 
frequency is reduced. 

Although the ~in justification for introducing selectivity in the 
frequencies used for identification is connected with the need to obtain 
~els which are valid for a specified frequency range, the resultant ~ta 
reduction is also beneficial in computational terms. The availability o! 
frequency-domain records also provides a very useful indication of the 
degree of excitation of the system at frequencies of interest. 

One problem in the application of frequency-domain ~thods to 
helicopter para~ter estimation is that the .easured quantities. and the 
quantities used in a state space description of the systeu are not, in 
general. related linearly. Practical difficulties are encountered in 
applying linear tran.sfor.mctions, such as the discrete Fourier 
transfor.ation, to nonlinear equations of the form of <4> and <5>. and 
linearisation is therefore neceSGary. Xeasureuent offsets relative to the 
centre of gravity also have to be taken into consideration in this context. 
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A general linearised .adel, valid for a given flight condition and 
&:.tll aJBpli tude ezcursions, can be written in the fora 

i<t> A &<t> + B u.<t> "" 
;,:<t) B &<t> + k + b <10) 

where A and B represent the stability and control derivatives respectively, 
B is a ~trix relating .adel outputs ~ to the state variables &, k is a 
vector of tria constants and b is a constant vector of biases. 
Transfor.ation to the frequency-domain gives 

<11) 

.I<w> B ::t<w> .,..o <12) 

Using the relationship between the Fourier transform of a variable and 
the Fourier transform of the ti.e derivative of that variable, it is 
possible to write . 

.I<w> = jw I<w> + ~<w> <13) 

where G (w) =../R I :J. <T - td.> <14) 

T 2 

and where I is the nuxaber of saDples in the ti.e-douain record, 6t is the 
sampling interval and Tis the record length in seconds. The term G<w> • 
arises froxa the integration involved in the Fourier trans!orxaation of ¥<t) 
in equation <9>''· The teras ~<T- Ai> and :J.(-~) are obtained by linear 

2 2 
interpolation using two points not eDployed in the esti.ation. The 
quantity G<w> exists £or all cases involving non-periodic windows and is 
given here in ter.s of the definition of the discrete Fourier transform 
used in the •AG library of coDputer subroutines'•. Such cases are the norm 
for flight data since the values of output variables are seldoxa the &aDe at 

the beginning and end of each test record ( i.e. ~(0) ~ ~(T))''· The aodel 
~y therefore be represented in the frequency-do~in by the equations 

jw I.<w> -+ G.(t.>) == B i<w> (]5) 

so that B A X<w > -+ H B D<w> - G<t.>> (16) 

The frequency-do.ain quantities X<t.>) and X<w> which appear in equation <11) 
~y therefore be obtained from knowledge of I.<w> and G<w) using equations 
<15> and <16>. 

These equations thus provide an alter~tive to the use of the Extended 
Xalaan Filter/Saootber15 in constructing tiae-domain and frequency-domain 
records of un.easured states as a preli.U~ry to the application of 
para.eter estimation techniques. For exa~le, states in the aodel and the 
~asured quantities are directly related by equation (12) and so the 
frequency-do.ain records X<w> aay be obtained by directly transforming the 
raw flight data and effectively solving this equation for the saall number 
of points nor.ally used for frequency-doaain estiuation. With the output 
error type of approach ele.ents of the ~asureaent transition .atrix H 
theaselves aay be included aaong the paraueters for which estiaates are 
sought. It .ust be recognised, however, that the Extended Kalman 
Filter/Saoother produces ~ni.ua variance estiaates of the system states 
and t~t it can also provide a basis for valuable kinematic consistency 
checks7 • The Extended Kalaan Filter/Suoother state estiaation of the flight 
dDta does have a disadvantage in that the soDewhat subjective and difficult 
selection of process noise statistics has to be aade. The frequency-domain 
approach of equations <15> and <16) does not eli~~te the need for state 
estiaation based upon Kalman filtering but provides an interesting 
alter~tive tool which can be applied with advantage in certain cases. 

4 EOUAIIQH FRRCJR lffiTHOps II THE FREOllEJICY-OOXAill 

Frequency-doDain ~ta can be used to obtain a DOdel of the form of 
equations <11> and <12> using either the least-squares solution <equations 
<2> and (3)) or the stepwise regression procedure where state variables are 
introduced to, or re.aved from, the .adel on the basis of statistical 
significance tests. The frequency range over which data is used in the 
paraaeter estimation process, and consequently for which the estiBBted 
~el is valid, ~st be selected on the basis of the intended application 
of the DDdel. An appropriate frequency range can often be chosen by 
inspection of plots <e.g. Fig. 1) indicating the Dagnitude of transfor.ed 
pairs at each frequency. 

In practical teras, the evaluation of the cost function in the 
frequency-do.ain involves both real and iBBgi~ry coDpOnents at each 
frequency used. The process iapleaented in the work reported here is based 
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upon a cost function involving a Euclidean nora formed fro• ele.ents 
representing the complex valued equation error teras which follow from 
transfor.ation of equation <1>. This cDGt function .ay be expressed in the 
:following :fora -t [ <Re[~(w)])T{Re(.f(w)J) + {Jal.~<w>J)T{Ial.~<w>l> l <17) 

.,, 

One of the :fundaaental probleas of helicopter para.eter identification 
is associated ~th the breakdown in the confidence in the esti.ates of 
certain para.eters when there are significant correlations between pitch, 
roll and yaw rates•. A possible approach which .ay lead to sucoeGGful 
results in such cases involves rank-deficient solutions16 in which s.all 
eigenvalues are reaoved frau the 'infor.ation' .atrix XTX in equation <2> 
so that the combinations of para.eters which cannot be identified uniquely 
are effectively :fixed. An alternative approach which bas aany attractive 
features is provided by the use of 'singular value deco~ition' 17 of the 
.,trix X. 

4.1 Sin~wlnr vnlue Decowpos111gn 

The singular value decoDpOSition of the independent variable .atrix X 
of equation <1> involves representing the data history by ~ans of a new 
set of orthogo:DAl variables. Solutions based upon a subset of these 
orthogonal variables can be shown to be equivalent to rank deficient 
solutions in which the ~t insignificant eigenvalues of the info~tion 
aatrix are reaoved. 

If the .atrix X involves n independent variables each having • values 
then it is possible to :find an orthogonal nxD aatrix, V, which transfor.s 
~he aatrix X into another ~ aatrix B whose coluans are orthogonal. 

i.e. B = XV ~>,..> (18) 

where 0 if i .. j 
(19) 

Hi j 

Here the ter.s involving s~ 2 represent the squared .agnitudes of the ~1 
coluDD vectors. The positive square roots of these teras are referred to as 
singular values of the .atrix X. For non-zero singular values we aay obtain 
unit orthogonal vectors ~& where 

.... (20) 

Bence B us <21) 

where S is an Jl.Xl1 diagonal :.~trix with non-negative diagonal ele:.!nts 
for~d of the singular values and U is an azn aatrix whose coluans are the 
unit orthogonal vectors ~&· 

The orthogonalising aatrix V upon which this approach depends .ay be 
obtained by plane ro~ations17 • Fro• equations (18> and <21> it follows that 

XV==- US <22> 

and therefore, because of orthogonality of V, it follows that 

X=USV" (23) 

The aatrix B contains the principal coDpanents of the .atrix X with each 
coluan of B representing a data history in ter.s of the new set of 
independent orthogonal variables constructed as linear co•binations of the 
original variables. 

If the axn aatrix U S is rewritten as the product of an ~ 
orthogonal .atrix Q,and an .xu aatrix r having the singular values arranged 
in descending order of aagnitude down the leading diagonal with zero 
ele.ents elsewhere, equation <23> .ay be rewritten as 

<2~> 

The least-squares solution is then obtained as 

<25) 

<26) 

where the .atrix r+ has ele~nts which are the aa.e as those of r but 
~th those singular values which are a.aller than a given threshold level 
eli.Unated. This allows paraaeter estiaates to be obtained which correspond 
only to a subset of the do.Unant principal couponents. 

Fro• equations <1>, <23> and (26) it follows that 

<27> 
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AssuDdng that ~ is not highly correlated with an orthogonal &tate y1~ 
associated with a s.all singular value <i.e. the problem is not ill
conditioned) a solution can be coaputed b8sed on large singular values 
only. The relatively si~le form of &elution inherent in equations <25> and 
<26) also facilitates investigation of solutions using a nu•ber of 
different sets of singular values. It can be shown easily that the singular 
values of the ~trix X are related to the eigenvalues of the inforBDtion 
.-ztrix X':X Csa= .}"):; where s, is a singular value and >..._ is an eigenvalue of 
the inforaation aatrix>. The acceptance of solutions corresponding to only 
e subset of the dominant principal coDpOnents corresponds to the reaoval of 
the aost insignificant eigenvalues of the infOrD8tion .atrix. 

The accuracy of estimates obtained by &ihgular-value decoaposition can 
be assessed without difficulty. It .ay be shown that 

aud 

' cov(L- f..) 

cov<e_ !i> 

r::z g-:z (28) 

V cov<L- L> VT (29) 

Here the residual variance, r::z • .ay be esti.ated from the fit obtained 
using the orthogonal variables. SiDdlarly the zultiple correlation 
coefficient, which is a direct .aasure of the accuracy of fit is given by 

' ' C'l: e.>"" <X fD 
<30) 

The total F-ratio provides a aeasure of the the confidence which can be 
ascribed to the fit ~nd is defined by the equation 

IF/ <p-1> 
(31) 

<1 - R:7) I <m-p) 

w:bere p Js the :ou•ber of parameters in the fit and m is the nuJDber of 
£requency values used. The partial F-raties ~or individual parADeters. 
given by 

' ' F~ = e~ 2 1 vor<e. -e.> <32) 

provide individual parameter confidence weasures. 
Th~ singular-value decomposition approach, involving only a subset of 

dominant principal components, thus provides a computationally convenient 
form of solution. The equations given above show that statistical aeasures 
of the accuracy of estiaotes obtained using this approach ~y also be 
deterDined without difficulty. 

4. 1.1 Ap;pljcntign tp the :Pitching Xqpent Eqnntion 

In considering applications oi the singular value decoDpOsition ~ihod 
in the frequency-douain a nuaber of i~rtant factors have to be taken into 
account. Firstly, it is eSGential to ensure that the d&ta records are of a 
duration which allows paraaeter estimates to converge. The choice of cut
off frequency for the truncated frequency-do~in record is also of great 
J~rtance tor accurate esti~tion of the para.eters of rigid-body DOdels 
and conventional statistical ~asures, such as the squared correlation 
coefficent and partial F-r~tios, can provide useful guidance in this 
respec~. It is essential also to establish the optimum nuuber of orthogonal 
components in the singular-value decomposition and these statistical 
.easures again can provide valuable insight. DeteTDcinistic aeasures of 
parameter significance also have a useful role in assisting in the 
interpretation of results of the paraueter esti~tion process. 

The pitching DDaent equation, for which parameter estimates were 
sought • .ay be written in norDalised form in the frequency-dobain as . 

Q<w> 

where Qcw> = jw Q<w> -t-/i I q <T -
T 

Ai> - q<-~))exp(jwA1> 

2 2 2 

{33) 

<34) 

The data set used for identification in this case involved the response 
shown in Fig. 1 for the longitudinal cyclic doublet test input. ~ta from a 
single .anoeuvre with a ti:e-douain record of 14 seconds duration were 
transformed into the frequency-douain for the range 0 to 0.56 Hz., for a 
frequency interval of 0.07 Hz., to give eight pairs of real and i.aginary 
values, with the values at zero frequency excluded. 

Table 1 shows the parameter estiuates and the associated statistical 
perforuance aeasures for six cases involving different nuubers of 
orthogonal coDpanents. It .ay be seen from these results that the squared 
correlation coefficient <R:7) increases as .are orthogonal components are 
included until with five orthogonal coDpOnents any further iaprovement in 
R~ is found to be negligible. The sixth component ~y well be associated 
DOstly with noise. The standard deviation of the estimates reach their 
.Uniaa £or the solution found with five principal couponents. Th~ large 
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llu If.. If., l<v 1!.. 

110. OP 1r 1r 1r 1r 
ORTROGOIIAL llSTII<ATR BRROR BSTII<ATR BRROR llSTII<ATB BRROR llSTII<ATB BRROR BSTII<ATB 
COJ{P(}Jm11TS llOITliD llOITliD llOUJI'D llOUJI'D 

1 -0.0009 o. 0011 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 
2 0.0036 -0.0049 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
3 0.0037 -o. oo47 o.oooo 0.0032 0,0000 

• 0.0020 0.0009 -0.0024 0. 0023 0.0004 0.24 -0.0032 0.0033 0,0000 
5 t 0.0028 0.0006 -0.0024 0.0014 -0.314 0.152 -0.0050 0.0021 -0.320 
6 0.0027 0.0006 -0.0037 0.0014 -0, 1B6 0.153 -0.0059 0. 0021 -0.446 

::m-ISTAB 0.0024 -0.0052 -o. B3!i 0.0013 -0.210 

tAbl.U Singular \lft.lue d~ompostt1on solution tor the pitching 11oment equation. 
PUID~t, 100 Knot'3, longltudin~:~l cycl!c doublet input. 

:z;_ 
110. OP rP FToT•L 

ORTROOO!I'AL 1r 
COlWOifRKTS BSTII<ATB BRROR 

BOITliD 

1 -0.450 0.56 0.764 
2 -0.730 0.22 0.962 
3 -0.743 0.21 0.970 

• -0.701 0.14 0.988 
5 t -0.882 0.096 0.996 
6 -0.918 0.098 0.996 
7 -0.956 0.102 0.996 

l!BLISTAB -0.696 
LiA.LVR 

t Selected •odel 

IAbltL2. Slb.gular value deco~~poeltion solution 
for the nor•al force aoluticn. 
Pu•"• 100 Knots, IongltudiMl cyclic 
doublet input. 

4.85 
37.95 
48.00 

118.90 
339.26 
339.28 
346.00 

)(,,. 
R'" FToT""t.. 

1r 1r 
BRROR llSTII<ATB BRROR 
llOITliD llOITliD 

0.0000 0.032 0.07 
-0.0006 0.408 1.37 
-0.0014 0.413 1.41 

0.24 -0.0286 0.0048 0.910 20.20 
0.150 -0.0322 0.0031 0.965 54.76 
0.151 -0.0304 0.0031 0.968 60.97 

-0.0376 



increase in ~: and the corresponding large reductions in the error bounds 
~hich ore shown between steps 4 and 5 in Table 1 correspond to the 
eaergebce of physically .ore realistic estiaates of paraaeters ~ and Xp. 
This i-,prove~nt in the esti.,tes of these two para~~etera following the 
introduction ol the fifth orthogonal coaponent is re~lected in the aetrix V 
by the appearabce of ele~nts of relatively large .agnitude aGGociated with 
~ and ~ in the fifth row. 

The effect of increasing the frequency range used for the esti~tion of 
para.eters is shown in Fig. 4 in terus of the squared correlation 
coefficient. These results show t~t R2 falls in a series of well-defined 
steps at frequencies of approxi.ately 1 Hz, 5 Bz, 9 Hz and 13 Hz which 
correspond closely to frequencies associated With the rotor dyna.Ucs. 
Clearly the use of low frequency data in the estiDation proceGG eli.Unates 
these particular values and facilitates the accurate esti.ation of the 
stability and control derivatives in the six-degree-of-freedoD .odel. 
Esti.ation of the para~ters of a nine-degree-of-freedou DOdel accounting 
for tip path plan~ dynaDics as well as rigid body dynamics would, of 
course, require use oi a wider frequency range. 

Figure 5 shows the partial F-raties for the paraaeters ~. ~ and K?'• 
as a function both of the frequency range used for estiaation and the 
bu•ber o~ orthogonal components. The results show clearly the benefits of 
using five orthogonal co.ponents rather than six and also indicate thD~ the 
partial F-raties hDve a .axi.um in the low frequencies, thus confirDrlng the 
&ignificance of the low frequency range. 

A large spread in the singular values can also provide an indication 
that soae of the orthogonal co~nents are of little i.portance and .ay be 
discarded as random noise. This .ay usually be coniiraed by e1aDination of 
the transforaed paraaeter esti~tes corresponding to the orthogonal set and 
their standArd deviations. In this application all the evidence suggested 
that the p8ra.eter esti~tes for ~ and ~ for six orthogonal coapanents 
were greatly in error in coaparison with those for five components and 
&bould therefore be discarded. 

A nu~r of ~asures of the significance of individual paraaeters have 
been proposed for identification in the tiae-domaib. One such aeasure is 
based upon the integral of the absolute value of the variable assooiated 
with the chosen parameter .ultiplied by the esti~te obtained for that 
para.eter and divided by the integral of the absolute value of the 
dependent variable of the equation 1 e . In the case of the pitching aoaent 
equDtion in the tiae-domain this leads to .e~sures such as 

ILl J lulrlt I r lqtdt 

and ILl j lwldt I J lqldt 

Correspondihg .easures .ay be derived in the case of irequency-doaain 
identification with the integration being carried out over the range of 
irequency values selected and the ~gnitude of the Fourier trAnsforued 
quantities being used in place of the ~gnitude o£ the ti.e-doDDiD 
responses. These frequency-domain Deasures of paraaeter significance 
therefore take the for~ 

IJL...I J IU(w)ldw If IQ(w)ldw 

and ILl [ IY<w>ldc.> I J IQ<w>ldw 

Figure 6 shows para.eter significance values for each set of principal 
coaponents for frequency-doaain data using the range 0- 0.56 Hz. These 
results show the i~rtance of Xu, ~ and x,,. in the first few princi~l 
co~nent solutions. However, the solution obtained using the first five 
principal coaponents, and accepted as the best least-squares solution, 
shows significance values of siailar DDgnjtude for ~. X-, ~ and Xo. It 
should be pointed out that the solution corresponding to &iz orthogonal 
co~nents is the one that would be obtained using the conventional least
squares approach involving the direct application of equation <2>. 

Figure 7 shows the effect of the record length on paraDeter estimates 
for the frequency range used above. The esti.ates are seen to reach almost 
constant values as the record length approaches the 14 seconds duration 
which was used for all of the results given above. The Gtandard errors 
clearly tend to lower values as the record length is increased. All of 
these findings support the choice of record length adopted and show very 
clearly the problems of accurate estiaation from shorter records. Long 
records are also desirable in frequency-domain esti.ation froD the point of 
view of resolution. It is of interest to note that the para~ters in Table 
1 eGtiaated w1th greDtest confidence < ~.X?,.> approach their final 
esti~ted values for Bruch shorter record lengths than soue of the other 
para~ters such es ~. Xv and ~ and that these latter paraaeter estiaates 
h8ve larger standard deviations. 

Since actual experi.entcl flight data have been analysed in this 
application there is no set of •true poraDeters' to which esti.ates can be 
coapared. The helicopter flight .echanics package HELISTAB'•·~0 provides 
theoretical par~ter values which aay be considered alongside the 
estiaDtes obtained fro= ~light dbta. BELISTAB predictions for the 
para.eters of the pitching ~ment equation are included in Table 1 and it 
-.ay he &een that the .a:Gt Gignificant discrepancy is in the paro.JEter Jlq. 
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IL w.. X. w.. X. .,0 .., .. 
10. 01' 1• lr lr lr lr 
OI!T!IOOOUL I!8T IliA T1l I!RJIOR BSTIIIATB BRJIOR I!8T IliA T1l I!RJIOR I!STIIIATB I!RROR BSTIXATB I!RROR I!STIIIATB 
COJIPOJF:IIS 001111D OOUI'D OOUI'D BOUID OOUID 

• 0.0014 0.0003 -0.0041 0.0010 o.ooos 0.1~ 0,0026 0.0008 0.0002 o. 0'10 0.0075 

7 ' 0.0015 0.0003 -0.0040 0.0009 -0.0593 0.150 -0.0046 0.0007 -0. 1965 0. 0896 0.0071 
8 0.0015 0.0003 -o. 0036 0.0009 -0.1370 0.151 -o. 0046 0.0007 -o. 1728 0.070 0.0077 

BBLISTAB 0,0024 -0.0051 
OOV"" 

-0.835 -0.0013 -0.210 

tSelect.ed aodel. 

Table 3a Singulsr value d~o~posttion solution for the pitching DOD~nt equation. 
Puna, 100 Knol:s, 11ultirun ellis'!, all four controls U!3Jld, 

110. OF z. z. FP 
ORTROGOUL lr lr 
COJU>OJIJHIITS BSTII!ATI! RRROR BSTIIIATR BRROR 

IJOUlrt> IJOUlrt> 

8 0. 7950 0.120 -0.632 0.253 0.816 
9 ' -0.7093 0.119 -0.669 0.251 0.820 

RRLISTAB 
lu!.llR 

-0.696 -0.732 

t Selected •ode! 

Ia.bla...3.h Singular nlue decot~posltion solution for the nor--.al. 
force eqMUon. 
Pu•"'• 100 knote, •ultlrun case, all four controls ueed. 

1r lr 
BRROR RSTUUTB I!RROR 
OOUI'D BOUID 

0. 0024. -0.0302 0. oo.u 
0.0022 -0.0325 0.0097 
0.0022 -0.0335 0.0037 

0.0376 

FToT•L 

33.69 
34.77 

.,,c 
lr R' PTOT,.._ 

I!STIIIATB I!RROR 
BOUID 

0.00:3G 0.0028 0.771 29.78 
-0.0002 0.0025 0.809 37.42 

0.0004 0.0025 0.810 37.73 



4.1.2 Applir;ptipn tg the Igrml Fprce Equation 

The singular value deco~ition approach has been applied to the 
esti.ation of para.eters of the nor.al force equation 

<V<w> - Ue Q<w>> = Z~ U<w> + ~ V<w> + Z. S<w> + Zv V<w> + Zp P<w> 
(35) 

Values for V<w> over the frequency range of interest can be obtained from 
equations (15> and <16>. The quantity Ue represents the forward trim 
velocity and the ter• Ue Q<w> arises in the linearisation of the equations 
o:f -=:~tion. 

Results obtained froa the test date relating to the response to a 
longitudinal cyclic doublet are given in Table 2. The dAta again relate to 
the response of the Pu~ to a longitudinal cyclic doublet for a forward 
triD speed of approxi.ately 100 knots ~th a record length of 14 seconds. 
The upper limrit of the frequency range was 0.56 Hz. with zero frequency 
excluded And with eight values of £requency used at an interval of 0.07 
Hz .• The results ind1cate that the only significant parADeter on the right 
hand side of equation (35) is Z- and eXCJdnation of R2 and the standard 
deviations of the esti.ated orthogonal paraDeters suggests that the use of 
only the first five orthogonal coDpOnents produces the best results since 
paro~ters associated with the other singular values are estiaated ~th a 
high degree of uncertainty. The slightly higher R2 values for the fits 
which are obtained by including the sixtb and seven~h orthogonal coDpOnents 
involve paraaeters esti~ted with a high degree of uncertainty and are 
therefore discounted. It is believed that the simpler DOdel boeed upon the 
first five orthogonal components is to be preferred. Figure 8 shows 
paraaeter significance data for the para.eters of the norDal force equation 
and illustrates very clearly the doainance of the paraaet~r Z-. 

4.1.3 Pororter Estiwdion frpp llultirun Dntn 

Yhen only one control inpu~ is used to excite all of the rigid body 
BOdes poor esti~tes are often obtained for the parAaeters aSGociated with 
states which play an insignificant ~rt in the resulting aircraft .ation. 
Such par~ters show low values in ter.s of the porAaeter significance 
.easures <typically less than 0.1> and low partial F values. 

Since it is i~ractiC41 to apply .are than one test input at a tiDe on 
.are than one control by :.anual aethods, 1 t has been recognised that dat..t:~ 

frau a nuaber of different .anoeuvres .ust often be used for identification 
purposes. ~e approach involves stacking the dat.t:~ to produce a single long 
run from a series of shorter runs for different test inputs•e. Since 
regression is based upon the correlation between va~iables the 
discontinuitie$ at .anoeuvre boundaries do not affect the results. 

Results are presented in Table 3 for a combination of ~our aanoeuvres, 
as shown in Fig. 9. The inputs involved all four controls and 
consisted of a collective doublet, a longitudinal cyclic 3211 input, a 
pedal doublet ond a lateral cyclic step input. Caupared with tne previous 
single .anouevre case for the pitching .ament equation, the estiDOted 
&tandord errors are saaller for the pitching aouent cross-coupling ter.s X
and ~· The ~ esti~te co~res well with the theoretical BELISTAB value. 
The K~ esti~te, although different freD the theoretical prediction, is 
consistent with the value found in the previous case of the longitudinal 
cyclic doublet input. The )( 7 • esti~etes show a siailar consistency for the 
two cases. The X- value now obtained is aucb closer to theory than the 
value found froD the single input case, although the esti.ated value of ~ 
is signi£icantly different. For the nor-al force equation the Z- esti~te 

coDpares very well with theory. 
Solutions were obtained using seven orthog~nal couponents for the 

pitching aDDeDt equation, nine coDpOnents for the norDal force equation, 
and ten couponents each for the rolling .ament and yawing .a=ent equations. 
The nuabers of independent <non-orthogonAl) variables included in the 
original aodel in each of the above cases were eight, nine, ten and ten 
respectively. The standard errors of the esti~tes reached their .UniDB for 
the chosen coaponents. 

The frequency range used extends to 0.5 Hz. with the estieation carried 
out at thirty five different frequencies. It should be noted that, 8lthough 
some of the standard errors are reduced in comparison with the case for the 
single aanoeuvre, the squared correlation coefficient value was also 
reduced. The benefits o~ aultirun estimation ~y ~ve been reduced in this 
case by the fact that the lateral cyclic input involved o step rather than 
on input having a zero mean, euch as a doublet or 3211. This choice of 
lateral input W86 dictated by the available test records for the chosen 
flight condition of nominally 100 knots. 
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5 QUTPDI EBRQF 6J"D liA]Uffil! llW.IBQOD 'J'ETOOPS II THE FREOURICY OO!AJI 

Transforaation of the state equation 

~<t> ~ A ~<t> ~ B u<t> (36> 

into the frequency-doDain using the discrete Fourier transfor.a yields. as 
already shown, on equation of the fora 

vi_ I" ('f - tU.> 
'f 2 

Equation <37> .ay be rewritten in the form 

x<-,M.>l exp<Jt.l.ld.> (37> 
2 2 

(38> 

where Re and I~ indicate real and iaaginary parts respectively, I is the 
identity ~trix, 0 is the null aatrix and A&= &<T-~> - x<-~> 

2 2 
In general, in the tiae-do~in, the states x<t> are related to the 

~asured quantities, z<t>, by an equation of the form 

z<t> = B x<t> + k + b 

If the full .odel output vector is defined in the frequency-do~in as 

! C"'> = L X<"'> 

L r~.:. ·0] Lo . H 

where 

then a suitable choice of cost function has the form 

where 

J 

v 
~ (w) 

v 
Il.(c.J) 

...... 
I t Z (w) ..,, 

v - ~ v 
~<w>)T VIZ.<"'>- ~<w>l + log-t\l- 1 t 

and w 

<39) 

<40) 

<41) 

Y is a real valued diagonal weighting .atrix and although this ~trix 
can involve eleaents which reDain fixed in value throughout, the current 
iapleaentation is based upon the use of fixed eleaents for the first few 
iterations with subsequent estisation of the ele~nts of V fro~ the 
expected and actual outputs. The values used for tbe initial phase, where 
the ele~n~s of Ware fired, reflect the initial esti.ate& of the relative 
noise levels on the ~asurements. 

The frequency-doDBin approach focilitates the incorporation of ti=e
delays within the .ade1~'. ihese tiDe delays aay be present in both the 
aeasured responses and in the control inputs. In the latter case the 
control term in equation (38) arust be aodified to give~2 , for the case a! r 
controls 

B 0 

0 H 

COSWT1 

C0S(.)T2 

0 

-sinc.rr 1 

0 

-sinwT2 0 

0 
-siDW'Tr 

0 

COSWT1 

COSWT2 

sinwTr 

0 

C06t..)Tr 

The r delay para.eters T1, T2o••••Tr, each associated with a control U, <w>, 
U2<w>, ..•.... Ur(w), can then be included in the set of parAaeters for which 
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eati~tes are aoogbt. Such tiae delay eleaents .ay reaul~ from a nu•ber o£ 
factors including e tiwe lag between initiation of a co~trol signal 
and the response of the actuators, phase Ghift~ due to filtering of tbe 
~ta. or unaodelled £eaturee of th~ real system (e.g. rotor dy~.dca}~ 

In seneral J 1& a function of the syste• .atrix A, the control input 
aetrix B, the ~osureaent tra~sition ~trix H. the ti~ delays and the 
frequenc~ range <~-~,) ueed for the estiaction. XiniDdsction of this cost 
£u~ction with respect to a vector a of • unknown p.raaeters requires that 
the COlldition 

[.~. ........ o';~JT J • Q <42) 

be satisfied. 
Using a line search ~ification~~ to the bosic •ewton-Raphsan .ethod. 

an opt.iaisatio~ technique bas been developed :f:ro:m w:b:ich ~ra~ter estt:.ctes 
ar~ obtained iu a computatio~lly efficient .auner over the selected 
frequency range, The tra~sfor~tion o£ th~ problem into the freqoency
do.ain ~ans that algebraic expreGSions can be fou»d for each stage of the 
~u$.Usatio~ proo~ss where equivalent steps ln the tise-do.oin 
i~l~.entation require nuuerical integration. 1~ addition. the paraaeter 
eovaria~oe Datrix can be deter~ned for the chosen frequ~ncy range using an 
approach analogous to that applied in the ti~-domain24 , the actual 
bandwidth of the ~asureaent ~ing an iDpOrtant £actor to be ~ken into 
account in aodell~ug the erro~•. 

5.1 .lppliPAtion pf the Outpnt-Errqr Ap_prMcb to Tdentificntipn pt 
l..qngi tudi no l D_pln:ttd cs 

The .atheaatical .odel given below in equation (43) ha& provided a 
basis £or esti.ation of the longitudinal parauetera of the six-degree-of
freedou r!gid-body aodel. ID this equation -11 of the significant 
lo~gitudinal/lateral coupling terws (ns deter»dned £rom paraseter 
significance ~aaures of the type already defined> are :incorporftted i~ an 
extended control vector. 

~ (t)l ~-We 
l 

X... X.. .z.e-gcosSe 

j 
u <-t) 

:'t}j Z,., Z- Zq+Ue z8-gsina-e w{t> 

q(t) 1!... X... JL 0 q<t> 

e (t) 0 0 1 0 EHt) 

0 0 

x?':1 IHt.> 
0 z~ Z~·-

pCt) <43) 
L II., 

M~'] 
0 0 

, •• ct-T> 

The :.E!I!laured variables are rel:e.ted to tbe Gtate variablets by the additional 
equation 

V<t> s.. 0 1&~ 0 uCt) 

aCt) 0 Sa/Ue -1 .... */Ue 0 w<t> 

q(t) 0 0 1 0 q(t) 

EHt> 0 0 0 1 an.> 

v toot•• 

a.:.. ..... 
<44) q.,.. __ 

9t:.:~. .... 

A nu•ber of the coefficients ib these ~quations are known to be very a=all 
for the canditionG used in the test and, on the bGsis of their parameter 
~ig~i!icauoe values, several hove been excluded £roD the esi.iaation 
process. Initial para~ter esti~tes for the output-error ~thad aust be 
provided freD results obtained using the equation-error approach. or from 
theoretical aodel values. to ensure rapid convers~nce o! the cutput-error 
algori t.hla. 



Application of the output-error aethod to the flight data used in the 
equation-error applications of Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 for the 
longitudinal cyclic doublet input provided the results shown in Table 4. 
The frequency range used involved the eisht spectral lines up to 0.56 Bz, 
as before, with zero frequency again ezcluded. In this i~le.entation of 
the output-error approach the diagonal weighting .ctriz elements were 
assigned initial values based upon esti.ated noise variances. This allowed 
&o.e initial convergence of the estiaation process to take place before the 
introduction of the updating of the weighting .atriz elements at each 
subsequent iteration usins actual and esti.ated ~el outputs. 

1 .. HELIST.lB 
PARAMETER ESTIJI.ATE ERROR BOUJID VALUE 

llu 0.00319 0.00021 0.0024 
II... -0.00252 0.00070 -0.0051 
1k, -0.353 0.091 -o. 835 
ll.o t -1.225 0.090 
II... -0.412 0.069 -0.210 
){ ,~ ... -0.0308 0.0017 -0.0376 
zv 0. 0504 0.022 -0.0316 
z~ -0.805 0.021 -0.696 
z1,s 0.699 0.14 0.618 
Xu -0.0384 0. 037 -0.0265 
:X~ u. 0.599 0.33 0.180 

1)(,.. "' -0.00764 

Table 4 PArameter estimates obtained by output-error lllethod. 

Figure 10 sbows coDparisons of the actual and esti.ated power spectra 
with the number of iterations in the estimation process. The ~el results 
and the flight data .atch very closely in the frequency-do.ain after three 
iterations. Although Fig. 10 only shows the results for the case where 
incidence angle is the variable considered, si.Ulor results have been found 
for the pitch rate and pitch attitude variables. In the case of the forward 
speed the .atch between the aeasured and esti.ated spectra was less 
~tisfac~ory, especially in the .Uddle of the frequency range considered, 
but it .ust be recognised th8t this .easored quantity shows relatively 
little power at the aid-range and upper frequencies in coaporison with the 
other aeasureaents. 

Results h8ve also been obtained for the case where a ti.e delay is 
postulated in the longitudinal cyclic input and these are shown in Table 5. 
Xost of the pitching .oaent ter.s, even those esti.ated with G~ll error 
bounds, 6how some change in the estiaated values when this ti~ delay 
parameter is introduced and ior parameters ~ and J(q these changes are 
6ignificant. These alterations in the identified pitching .aaent 

derivatives ~y be due partly to effects associated with rotor dynaxUcs 
being lu~d into the fuselage coefficients in the case where no tiae delay 
is incorporated in the .adel. 

1 .. 
PARAXETER ESTlJt.ATE ERROR BOUJID 

II... o. 00419 0.00040 
II... -0.00022 0.0012 

lk. -0.823 0.18 
)(,. t -1.306 0.10 

II... -0.248 0.086 
Jl ,, $ -0.0396 0.0034 
Z~ 0.0362 0.021 
z~ -0.796 0.019 
z,,£:. 0.520 0.12 
Xu -0.0319 0.033 
x.,, ... 0.969 0.34 
T 0. 134 0.03? 

1 J(v o::: -0.0081 

Tnb1 e 5 Paran.eter esti:tr.ates obtain~d by 
outp~;t-error 111etl..od. Tiltle delay 
parameter includ~d in 
longitudinal cyclic input. 
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HELISTAB 
1/Al.UE 

0.0024 
-0.0051 
-0.835 

-0.210 
-0.0376 
-0.0316 
-o. 696 

0.618 
-0.0265 

0. 180 



6. TRAISFER FUICI101 ESTIB6TJOJ II TRF FREQUEHCJ-DQKlll 

The use of single-input, single-output transfer functions valid over a 
defined frequency range for chosen flight conditions provides an ap~roach 
which has been ~ounQ, by Tischler et al. 1 ~, to give good results. The 
classical pitch rate and noraal acceleration responses to a longitudinal 
cyclic input for the short period .ode are given by the following equations 

'Q<s> 112'- ( s • liTe> exp<-s-r9 > 
(45) 

ry,. <s> s2 • zi..,_p • "'-P2 

Az (G) z,,_ exp(-s-rflz) 
(46) 

?'•<s> &2 + 2 ! {o}.p • "'-P2 

In equation <45) the ter• Q(s)/~'-<s) is the Laplace-transforaed pitch rate 
response to a longitudinal cycl1c input. The poraaeter X?'• is the 
longitudinal cyclic pitch sensitivity and ~8 is the effective tiDe delay on 
the input for pitch rate. The paraaeter Te is given by~~ 

II '" 
(47) 

II.. ZT- - z.. II?'" 

while j and w..,. are tl:ae equivalent short-period .:>de da:.ping and DAtura! 
frequency respectively. In equation <46) the term Az:(s)/?'• is the Laplace
transforaed noraal acceleration response to a longitudinal cyclic input, 
while z~,- is the longitudinal cyclic noraal force sensitivity. The 
effectiVe tiae delay on the input, Taz, was for this case~ aGGu~d 
negligible. The denominator para~ters are identical to those in the pitch 
ra~e transfe~ function. 

Equations <45> and <46) ~y be written in state space ~orD in the 
tiJE>·dol:Riin as 

q {t.) 
Cj<t) 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

X)'"/T 8 

0 

0 

0 

){?'-

0 

0 

0 

1

: jl r :::: 
e.,.,(t) 

-2! W.p ~% (t) 

0 

0 

0 [ , .. " ::: l 0 ~'·" 
(48) 

0 'l'"(t Tazl 

z?'" 

The esti~tion probleD is now forarulated in a wny that allows use 
to be ~de of the frequency-domain output-error approach outlined in the 
previous sections. The ease with which paraaeters ~thin this aodel 
structure can be related when the output-error .ethod is used is a 
significant advantage in this case since the paraDeters -w.~~. 2fw.P and ~e 
all occur twice. By speci~ying the equalities existing aaons t~e ele~nts 
in the second and fourth rows of the state ~trix of equation <48> we are 
effectively iaposing equality in the denominator coefficients for the 
transfer functions shown in equations (45) and <46>. 

Using tbe ~asured response ~ta from the flight test involving the 
application of a longitudinal cyclic test input, estiDates were obtained by 
the ~thad outlined above for W.p~, 25~P etc. The complete set of 
paraaeter values, together with their error bounds and theoretical 
predictions obtained from BELISTAB, are presented in Table 6. 

If a value of -0.8 is assuaed for the paraaeter Z-, which is 
consistent ~ith the esti.etes Tables 2,3,4 and 5, ~he relotionships 

and Z- k.:. - JL ue "' ~.,.=-z 

<49) 

(50) 

~y be used to give esti~tes of ~and JL of -0.85 and -0.0012 
respectively. It is of interest to co~re these values with the 
corresponding figures in Tables 4 and 5 and to note the close agreeuent 
with the BELlSTAB prediction in the case of ~-
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1 ~ BEL I STAB 
PARAJIETBR EST I JUTE ERROR BOUJrn VALUE 

-~2 0.877 0.45 0.93 
2{'-l.p 1.655 0.29 1.76 

1[1,.,/'f-e -0.0269 0.014 
Kt•pc. -0.0407 0.007 -0.0376 

Z'Jl""" 3.69 1.63 0.618 

Te 0.195 0.08 

Tnbl e 6 Single input - single- output transfer funo:tion 
values. 

7 DISCUS$105 

Although the results shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 for the equation-error 
.ethod provide an indication of the quality of pAraueter estiaates in terms 
of the standard deviation of the estiaates theDSelves, the squared 
correlation coefficient and F-ratio values, further evidence of the overall 
validity of an identified .adel can be obtained by coDparing .easured 
response spectra with the corresponding predicted spectra. Figure 11 shows 
frequency-doDain coaparisons of thi6 tyye for the pitching aouent and 
nor~] force equations for the longitudinal cyclic doublet input. In the 
case of the pitching .oaent equation the plots show the fit obtained using 
the parameter sets esti.ated with four. five and six orthogonal CODpOnents. 
For five orthogonal coaponents the fit obtained is good over the whole of 
the frequency range considered and this provides useful confirmation of the 
.adel selected earlier. The corresponding curves for the normal force 
equation are shown for up to six orthogonal components. Taken in 
conjunction with the statistiCDl .easures shown in Table 2 the results 
again support the earlier choice of a .adel based upon five orthogonal 
co~nents. 

Figure 12 shows actual and predicted frequency-domDin results for the 
variables p, q and r, together with the normul force for the arultirun case. 
This comparison is presented for the identification based upon the optimum 
set of orthogonal components as given in Section 4.1.3. The number of 
frequencies at which comparisons can be made is, of course, aoch greater 
than in the previous two cases and the overall agreement is excellent. 

Reconstructions in the ti~-doDain <obtained by integrating the 
identified state space .adel at each tiae step> can also provide a useful 
~sis for the verification of a .odel involving parameters estimated using 
a frequency-do.ain approach. Figure 13 gives an interesting illustration of 
this tize-domain verification process, where the pitch rate response is 
shown for the para.eter sets obtained using the output-error approach both 
with and without a ti.e delay. The agreement between the ~asured and ~el 
outputs is seen to be especially close for the .adel t~t WBS identified 
with a tiwe delay eleaent included in the control input. The Datch is 
particularly good during the first six seconds of the record. In both cases 
the agreement is poorer towards the end of the record. This deterioration 
.ay be due to the fact that at the end of the record several variables are 
at their .axiau• excursion from the tria level and a linear aodel .ay be 
least appropriate at this point. 

It is also i~rtant to verify .adels using inputs other than those 
upon which the parameter esti.ates are based. Figure 14 provides an example 
of this type of assessment where spectra are shown for the response to a 
longitudinal cyclic DFVLR '3211', together with predictions based on the 
identified .adel using the longitudinal cyclic doublet described earlier. 
The response to c longitudinal cyclic doublet input, and predictions based 
on the arultirun Dedel described earlier are also shown. The overall 
agreeaent between the ~asured and predicted response is good in both 
cases. 

Figure 15 shows comparisons of paraDCter esti=ates from Table~ 1 - 6 
with corresponding values predicted by the BELISTAB helicopter flight 
.echanics paciage. Error bounds associated with these parameter esti~tes 
are shown by means of dashed lines. In the pitching DOsent equation,for 
example, the four estiaates obtained for the stability derivative ~ have a 
.ean value of 0.0029 which is very close to the HELISTAB prediction of 
0.0024. For the derivative X- it .ay be seen that the HELISTAB prediction 
represents a acre stable aircraft thAD is suggested by the parameter 
estia8tes. Some correlation is olso evident between the para.eter estiaates 
obtained for X- and those for ~-

Estiaates of the pitch damping para.eter Xq differ significantly from 
the predicted value in all cases except that for the output-error aethod 
with the delay incorporated. The value of ~ in Table 5 and the result 
calculated using the transfer function approach are both very close to the 
theoretical value frau the HELISTAB program. This is encouraging in thnt 
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good esti.ates of this paraweter are known to be difficult to obtain by 
conventional ti.e-doaain .ethods due to the contribution of rotor dynaaics 
to the short ter• pitch response to sharp edged cyclic control inputse. The 
derivative ~ is also seen to be in close agree~ot with the predicted 
value for the output-error ~thod with the ti~ delay para.eter 
incorporated in the .adel. 

One para.eter which shows considerable consistency in its esti.ates is 
z~. This derivative, which is the only significant parDDeter esti.ated in 
the nor.al force equation alGO shows s.all values of error bound. The 
esti.ated values are close to the value predicted by BELISTAB. 

It is i~rtant to note that the error bounds for esti.ates obtained 
freD the equation-error .ethod and the output-error approach are not 
directly coa.ensurable since the assuDtions .ade in .adelling the error are 
different in the two cases. In the equation-error .ethod it is aGGuaed that 
there is no uncertainty in the independent states and biased esti.ates will 
result if there is. In the output-error .ethod, on tbe other hand, unbiased 
esti.ates can in Frinciple be obtained, to a first degree of approxiaDtion, 
freD aeasureaents corrupted by noise, 

Yith reference to the .ultirun bpproach discussed in Section 4.1.3 it 
has been stated elsewhere that this opproach does not always lead to 
!~roved esti.ates&. In GODe cases paraaeters which are esti.ated well in 
the single run case have degroded esti~tes when a combined or stacked data 
set is used for the esti.ation, olthough cross-coupling paraaeters .ay well 
be better esti.ated using ~ltirun dato. An alternative appr~ch has been 
proposed, known as the aethod of successive residuals5 , which involves a 
systeaetic process for coDbining estiuates freD single aanouevres. 
Encouraging results have been obtained for the esti~tion of cross-coupling 
derivatives using this appr~ch with si.ulated data from linear .adels. Io 
erperience has so far been gained in the current progra~ of research in 
the application of this .ethod to real flight data. 

~her .cjor continuing topics of research include consideration of the 
range of validity of six degree-of-freedom .adels across a .uch wider 
flight envelope. Esti.ation of .adel structures and p4raweters for rotor 
degrees-of-freedoD is also being explored using simulation data and 
.easureaents freD the RAE PuDO. In a further development, control inputs 
oiaed at .Uniaising the nuaber of singular values in the infor~tion .ctrix 
are being designed to increase the effectiven~ss of flight testing. 

8 WI'CJ.USJ OliS 

The results presented in this paper show that frequency-do.oin 
techniques provide a useful basis for helicopter paraueter identification, 
both in teras of equation-error and output-error aethods. The flexibility 
of the frequency-do.ain approach in allowing a restricted range of 
frequencies to be considered in the identification of a six-degree-of
freedo• .adel has been shown to provide iaportant practical benefits using 
real flight data. Particularly encouraging are the good results obtained in 
cases where esti~tes by conventional ti~-doDtlin ~'thods are known to be 
adversely affected by rotor aedes not included in the rigid-body aodel. 

Singular value decomposition has been shown to provide a useful 
alternative to rank deficient solutions, and examples using flight data 
have de.onstrated the fact that iDproved paraueter estiDates .ay be 
obtained from solutions b8sed upon appropriate subsets of the available 
orthogonal components. Software developed for the iaple~ntation of 
equation-error .ethods based upon the singular value deco~sition approach 
now for.s an i~rtant eleaent of the integrated tool-kit for helicopter 
paraweter identification which is being developed jointly by RAE (Bedford) 
and Glasgow University. This software for singular value decomposition 
allows the user to explore rapidly, and with ease, the effect of varying 
the nu•ber of orthogonal components and to select, on the basis of 
appropriate statistical .easures, the optiaum set of co~nents. 

An output-error .ethod, specifically for frequency-domain estiuotion, 
has been developed. A significant feature of the ~thad is the ease with 
which tiae delays can be incorporated within the esti.ation procedure. 
Initial results have suggested that tbe inclusion of these delay eleDents 
can lead to iaproved estimates for paraaeters such as kq in the pitching 
.:>JEnt equation. 

The frequency-doaain output-error .cthod has been used successfully to 
estiaate the daDping factor, natural frequency and other para.eters of 
single-input sinele-output transfer descriptions. Preli~~ry results 
obtained by this aethod are encouraging and have provided esti.ates of 
stability derivatives which are in close agreeaent with values predicted by 
the theoretical UELISTAB .adel. 

The experien~e reported in this paper has served to increase confidence 
that rebus~ end ~eliable ~thods can be established for helicopter sys~em 
identification. ~.X. research continues to strive to Beet this objective. 
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Figure 3. ForWZl.Td velocity records in ti.e
do.ain showing effect of nuaber of 
spectral lines in frequency-do~in 
representation. Run R0201!. 

Figure 4. Dependence of squared correlation 
coefficient in identification of 
pitching .a.ent equation on frequency 
range used and nuaber of orthogonal 
co~nents. Run R0201A. 
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